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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. Nothing Beats Getting
Your Brand in Your
Customer/Donor’s Hands.

2. How readers view your
fundraising letter.
3. Video of the month:
You Can’t Stop Us.

Nothing Beats Getting
Your Brand in
Your Customer/Donor’s Hands.

Can a piece of paper
make you feel something
or make you do something? CONTINUES ...
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advertising mail) annually.

You bet it can, when
the message is relevant,
targeted and persuasive.

Source: 2014 USPS Household Diary Study

The earliest fundraising letter
is considered to be St Paul’s letter
to the Corinthians in the New
Testament of the Bible nearly
1,200 years ago.

Charities have been appealing to
their donors, acquiring new donors
and getting lapsed donors to donate
via direct mail.
In fact, it is estimated that the
non-profit sector raises from $50
billion to $155 billion in the US
each year using direct mail.

Source: Smithsonian National Postal Museum

And in Canada, 84% of Canadians
aged 15 and over (about 23.8 million
Canadians) donated to charitable
and non-profit organizations. The
average individual donation is about
$446 per year. In total that is $10.6
billion dollars donated by Canadians
every year.
Source: 2010 Stats Canada report.

In the US, charitable, social and
other non-profit organizations
send or receive about 1.3 billion
transactions related pieces of mail
(First-Class Mail) annually to
households. They also send billions
of other pieces of mail (usually

But perhaps the most persuasive
of all was the National Relief Fund,
founded just days after the outbreak of World War I, to help
poorer UK families whose men
had been called up as reserves.
It raised an eye-popping £5 million
(about £490 million today) from
CONTINUES ...
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voluntary contributions in the
first year of its existence alone
and arguably set a tone of national
philanthropic unity that would last
for the duration of the conflict.
Source: Dr. Peter Grant book, Philanthropy
and Voluntary Action in the First World War.
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or donor’s hand.
It’s the closest you can ever get to
your customers or donors. And that
is what direct mail does so well.
Equally important in direct
mail are subtle things like the
stock you choose, the colour of
the stock, maybe it’s embossed,
maybe you add a spot of varnish or
something completely unexpected.
Case in point: Gothenburg
Homeless Aid.
They wanted to stand out amongst
all the other similar charities asking
for help during the busy Christmas
period. So they created an
experiential idea and delivered it
through mail.
They wrote letters asking for
donations, but first put the letters
out in the streets for a whole night.

No, absolutely nothing
beats getting your
brand in your customer

CONTINUES ...
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When the wet and muddy mail
landed on the recipients’ doorsteps,
the letters stood out for all the wrong
reasons, but also brought home
vividly to the recipients the
plight of the homeless.

SEPTEMBER 2020

The result: it worked – raising a
whopping 163,000 euros for the
city’s homeless.

CONTINUES ...
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Another effective letter went
out from The Foundation
for Queen Silvia Children’s
Hospital, where the hospital
let the children have fun with
the letter before mailing it
to donors.

Here is the Video Link:
https://youtu.be/WeOm0uc-1eg

Then there are other ways to
attract attention: Lumpy mail
is sure to be opened because
the recipient can feel that
there is something inside.
Like the Diabetes Canada
direct mail piece that I just
received.

It came in an extra-large envelope,
101/4” wide by 5” deep, with a
personalized message: Mr. Sharma,

please help us sock it to Diabetes!

Yes, it got my attention, and I did
open it at once to find a pair of socks
inside, but sadly what a wonderful
opportunity they missed.
There was no reference to why
they had included the pair of socks
except the message on the outer
envelope, with the pun: Mr. Sharma,
please help us sock it to Diabetes!
No mention that diabetics have
poor blood circulation and always
suffer from cold feet, which can be
dangerous.
CONTINUES ...
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Maybe the direct mail
4
piece opens
in a fun way
or has a treat inside, just
like this mailing by the
Royal Mail.

The box alongside was sent to
decision makers who received
this sweet reminder that proved
DM does build a more emotive
connection with customers.
Recipients were sent
personalized letters made of
the finest milk chocolate.
Giving them something to hold,
read and even taste. And
demonstrating that when the
five senses are engaged, you get
a better brand experience.
The result, they had sweet
success.
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Its tactility and whats inside can make it
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Charities have been doing that successfully
for years. It is still the channel with the highest
response rate among the most generous
supporters of every charity (older people)
who still prefer it.
In conclusion, if you really want to talk to
someone, write to them.
Written words stay with us like ink stuck
on paper.
Who among us has not treasured a letter
from a family member, a friend or a lover
who opened his or her heart to you?

CONTINUES ...
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How readers
view your fundraising letter.

If you want to send out persuasive
messages that motivate people to
send you money, you have to first
understand how they are reading
your material.

2

4

3

1

Starting with the outer envelope:
1. Recipients first check to see if
the letter is addressed to them.
2. Next, they check the name
or logo of the sender.
3. They notice the kind
of postage stamp
or postal indicia.
4. Then they read any message
on the envelope.
5. Finally, they move to the
back to open the envelope,
and if there is a message
they will read it too.

5

Once you’ve got them to open
your outer envelope and look inside,
here is how the majority of readers
make their way through your letter:
Readers first scan your letter.
All that copy that your writers
and art-directors have labored
over, trying to get every minute
detail right, and all the hours that
proofers and approvers have spent
to make sure the grammar, facts
and flow of the letter are just right—
chances are that 80% of it is going
to sail right past your readers.
CONTINUES ...
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They’ll then glance at
the sections of your
letter in the following
manner:

<M. John Sample>
<Address 1>
<Address 2>
<Address 3>

“

I’ve been working on
learning to read and
4 write again for five
years. I want
my daughter to feel
proud of her father!

Dear Mr. X, 2
Did you know that, in Montreal, one out of five students leaves high school
without getting a diploma? 3

“

1. The Johnson Box,
if you use one.
2. Salutation, making
sure it is addressed
to them.
3. The first paragraph
…if it’s short and to
the point.
4. Images and
captions if used.
5. Underlined, bold or
italic copy.
6.The signature and
title of sender.
7. The P.S.

September 4, 2017

In Greater Montreal, too many families still lack the resources and support they
need to provide their children with the right conditions to develop. The dropout
rate in underprivileged neighbourhoods can reach up to twice as high as that
of well-off areas.

_ Yannick, La Boîte
à lettres de Longueuil

These young people risk becoming adults with low-paid and insecure jobs and getting caught up in a cycle of poverty that their children will likely fall into as well.
Their average life expectancy is 7 years lower, and they run greater risks of
having drug problems.
5
THEY NEED YOU. You are part of the solution, and together we can help
them succeed.

THANKS TO YOU,
we can help young
people like YANNICK
go back to school
and succeed.

At Centraide, we want to make Greater Montreal a place where young people
fully develop, find their way, and become adults who accomplish meaningful
things and help make their communities vibrant places. Help us offer them a
better future.
Thank you in advance for your generosity!

Your donation,
your choice

Lili-Anna Pereša
6
President and Executive Director
7

NEW! Direct your donation to
the area of action of your choice
by selecting the corresponding
box on the back of this card.
(See the enclosed pamphlet to
learn more.)

P.S.: When you give today, you can give a child some of the best gifts possible:
knowledge and education. Remember: every donation counts!

YES, I want to CHANGE LIVES FOR LIFE by donating today.
Suggested monthly donations:

Only when something really
catches their attention—a picture, a
real story or even words that captivate
them—will they care to read parts
of the letter that you poured all
that blood, sweat and tears into.
q $4

q $5

q $6

Your 2016 gift: XXX
<Ms. Joan Sample>
<Address 1>
<Address 2>
<Address 3>

I prefer to make a single donation of:

Even then, they’ll be looking for
highlights, graphics and keywords
that draw their attention.
q $7

q $___________
Other

12345

216-01-1-00

q $48 q $60 q $72 q $84 q $___________
Other

q

q

q

q Cheque* (enclosed)

*A cheque marked “Void” is enclosed for monthly debits from my bank account.

Card Number
M
Y
Expiry Date
_________________________________________________________________________
Signature

_______________________________________________________________
Telephone No.

THANK YOU!
Please return this card
with your donation.

_______________________________________________________________
Email

q I would like to receive my tax receipt by email.
BAR CODE

CONTINUES ...
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They’ll look for the parts that
involve them. That is why
the word “you” is glue.
Talking too much about your
organization is a turn-off. People
are willing to help and give to
people, not to companies.
Involve your donors by telling
them “what in it for them”.
For example, tell them “You will
help save a life,” or “Here’s how you
can help us make a difference.”
The less the copy is about them,
the less of it they will read.
Your appeals will find far greater
success if you can stop thinking
so much about what you want to
say and focus more on what your
donors and prospects want to hear.
In most cases, your thoughtful,
well-reasoned case-for-giving won’t
move them one whit, because
they have heard it all before.
They know you are asking for
funds; they just want to know
why they should donate.

SEPTEMBER 2020

HOW PEOPLE MAKE DECISIONS
When it comes to making everyday decisions, we’re
a lot less rational than we think. Logical reasoning
often gives way to our emotions, so we end up
making decisions that surprise even ourselves.
There are universal behavioural principles that can
help us understand how biases influence
the purchases people make.
Buying is based on reason, but selection is
based on perception.
We make buying decisions on the basis of reason. If
we need to get from point A to point B we look at our
transport options. If we can afford and decide to buy
a car, then the next thing is selecting what type of car.
So our choice of the car we buy, whether it is a sports
car or a Volkswagen Beetle, says a lot about us.
Research has shown that emotions account for more
than three-quarters of our decision processes.
Emotions are responsible for why we buy certain
brand name products.
1. We perceive them as better for us.
2. They make a statement about us.
The kind of car we buy must match our personalities
and our feelings about how we are perceived, not
only to themselves but also in the eyes of others.
Similarly, donating is based on emotions.
Emotions, not logic, motivate people to give.
They’re looking for inspiring stories, passion and
powerful emotions, words that encourage them to
read on and stir them to donate.
CONTINUES ...
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Repeating your key message
is not a bad thing.
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no immediate note of receipt of your
order, no thank you, no follow-up
to check that you liked what you
ordered, no new reminders of other
products, no loyalty programs. You
get my point; that is why they are
the largest company today.

If you have a single,
salient point (and you
should) that they can
easily understand,
they’ll be glad that you drove it home
several times in a simple easy-to-grasp
Remember it’s easier to keep a
way.
donor than to find a new one. The
Lifetime Value of each customer or
There is a difference between first
donor can reap dramatic rewards
time donors and loyal donors.
in the future.
Your new donor’s first transaction
Your Loyal donors, on the other
is only a down payment.
hand, are looking for how you
Writing to a new donor is asking
used their last donation.
him/her for a small down payment,
Make sure that your appeal is well
a partial investment that needs to be
targeted as to who you are talking
followed by additional appeals of the
to. New Prospects or Loyal Donors
same or higher amounts they just gave.
should dictate what is in the letter.
Failure to complete a multi-step
repeat process in the next ten days,
by simply depositing the first donation
and sending them a thank you, is
a sure prescription for a future lost
or lapsed donor. How quickly you
thank them is equally crucial.
Imagine if Amazon were to hustle
only for that first online sale, with

CONTINUES ...
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Video of the month:
You Can’t Stop Us.

This video, called “You Can’t Stop Us,”
features a split screen stitching together
footage of Black, White, Asian and Muslim
athletes. Since it launched, it has been
viewed 20 million times on Twitter alone.
“We’re never alone, and that is our
strength,” says the ad’s narrator, women’s
soccer star and equal-pay activist Meghan
Rapinoe. “Because when we’re doubted,
we’ll play as one. When we’re held back,
we’ll go farther, and harder. If we’re not
taken seriously, we’ll prove that wrong. And
if we don’t fit the sport, we’ll change
the sport.”
The commercial juxtaposes and weaves
images of disabled and able-bodied athletes
as well as male and female competitors in
different sports. Throughout the 90-second
spot, an athlete on one half of the screen

mirrors another on the opposite side, movefor-move, as if they are a single person.
To produce the ad, Wieden + Kennedy‘s
creative team searched through 4,000 pieces
of footage to find perfect shots that would
underscore the commonalities between
athletes.
But, I am sure you may have seen it and
like many commenters you too may have
applauded its themes of diversity, social
justice and collectivism.
If not, here it is, a marvellous feat of
editing. God, sometimes I do miss the
ad world.

Here’s the link:
https://youtu.be/WA4dDs0T7sM
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.

Image on cover page story
courtesy of David Rotami
at Unsplash.
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